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4.1. INTRODUCTION

The technology based on scalable video coding appears as a new phenomenon. The use of

internet needs a huge bandwidth and possesses extreme requirements in terms of jitter,

latency and loss experiences by viewers. It is very crucial to have the idea of monochrome

digital video data sequence which is a set of individual pictures called frames. This frame

needs to be considered as a light intensity of two dimensions, x and y, where x and y denote

spatial coordinates. It is proportional to the brightness of the frame or the gray level at the

point for monochrome. The normal standard speed at which these frames are displayed is 30

frames per second. This representation is called canonical representative. However. canonical

representation has negative impact because it needs very huge amounts of memory.

Therefore, video needs to be compressed considerably for efficient storage and sharing over

the web [1].

In fact, there are lots of redundancies within the video data that can be eliminated so that file

size reduction or compression can be achieved. The development of image processing and

applications has tremendously contributed to the field of video transmission over a

heterogeneous media as well as iterative delivery platforms with dedicated content

requirements. The conventional video coding systems encode video content with a given

bitrates adapted to a specific function or application. As a result, conventional video coding

does not meet the fundamental requirements of the state-of-aI1 flexible digital media

application [2].

In video streaming application, for instance broadcast channels over the air either cable or

satellite. a compressed signal will take less bandwidth as compared to uncompressed signal.

This means that with the help of compression in video stream. more channels can be obtained

in less broadcast space. Another advantage of video compression for the web users is that
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